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We show that for large N every rational number a/NE 10, l [ has an egyptian 
fraction expansion 
where r< (1 + o(1)) log N/log,N and n, d4Nlog2Nlog,N. This is essentially best 
possible. 0 1990 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let a, N be positive integers such that a < N. We call an “egyptian 
fraction expansion” of a/N an equality of the type 
where O<n,<n,< ... <n,. Ideally, one would like an algorithm which 
yields a short expansion where the denominators stay small. A quantitative 
measure of the quality, in the above sense, of a given expansion, is given 
by comparison of r and n, to 
L(N) := max min r, D(N) := max minn,, 
l<a<N (1) I<a<N (1) 
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where the minima range over all expansions of type (1). It is now known 
(cf: [2,5]) that 
log,N< L(N) < Jioglv (2) 
holds uniformly for N >, 3 and (see [ 1,9]) that 
P 
log P log, P 
II;= 4 l"!Sj p ’ (log, + 1 p) 
z < D(P) < P log P(log, P)5 (3) 
holds, for any given k > 4, and all large primes P. Here and in the sequel, 
we let logj denote the jth fold iterated logarithm. The upper bound of (3) 
also provides upper bounds for D(N) since this function of N is 
submultiplicative-see [6]. 
Besides the question of sharpening (2) and (3) one of the remaining 
problems in this area is to construct an algorithm which yields good 
bounds for L(N) and D(N) simultaneously. In [7], the second author 
showed that, for a large prime P, there is no algorithm which yields both 
clogP 
L(P) 6---- 
log, p 
and D(P) < P(log p)’ + ‘jr - e. 
But in [S]. he developed an algorithm that gives 
IlogN 
L(N) < ___ 
log,N 
and D(N) 6 N(log N)’ + ‘, 
(4) 
(5) 
where i. and 6 are functions of N such that ,J -+ 2 and S + 0 as N + CXX. This 
is close to (4) with c = 1 but the upper bound for L(N) is about twice as 
large as predicted by (4). 
Thus the optimal bounds corresponding to c = 1 will follow if one can 
obtain ;1= i, -+ 1. As noticed in [S], this problem can be reduced to that 
of finding an increasing sequence {sj : j = 1, 2, . ..} such that, for large k, any 
integer s in the range 1 <s < S k := nj”= 1 sj can be written as a sum of o(k) 
distinct divisors of Sk. The case sj = j was raised by Erdiis in [3]. In this 
article, we answer positively this question (including Erdiis’ example-f. 
Lemma 4) and derive the following result. 
THEOREM. Let E > 0. There exists a real number N, = No(&) such that for 
all a, N, N > N,, 16 a < N, a/N has an egyptian fraction expansion (1) with 
log N 
rd(l+c)- 
log, N’ 
n, < 4N(log N)’ log, N. 
As we remarked earlier, this is best possible in the sense that one cannot 
replace E by --E in the upper bound for r. 
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2. LEMMATA 
The letter p, with or without subscript, denotes exclusively a prime 
number. The jth prime is written as pi. S := {cj: ja 1 > is the increasing 
sequence of all positive integers of the form p*‘, i 2 0. 
LEMMA 1. For large k and all N in the range nF:ll pi < N< Hi”= I pj, 
we have 
This is a straightforward consequence of the prime number theorem. 
LEMMA 2. There exists a constant no such that, for all n 3 no and all r in 
the range (1 - 2/&) rrj”= , oj < r < 2 nj”_ 1 aj, there are distinct integers di 
(1~ i < m) with the property that di ( I-I,“= 1 oj, di > nJ’= 1 Oj/2Oi log on for all 
i, and r = CT=, di, where m < sz(o,) + 27c(&*) log 6,. 
This is Lemma 2.7 of [8]. 
In the next two lemmata, we use Nk to denote either k! or J$= i pj. The 
same reasoning would in fact apply to many other similar sequences. 
LEMMA 3. Let O<E-C~, and put sk:=exp{-(logk)3’2-“} (k31). 
There exists a constant k. = kg(E) such that, for k 3 k. and A< z < 
a, every interval [z, z( 1 + &k)] contains at least one divisor of Nk, 
This is an immediate consequence of Theorem 3 of [4]. 
LEMMA 4. With the above notation, there exists a constant k, = k,(v) 
such that, for k > k,, every integer s, 1 <s < Nk, may be written as a sum 
of at most k/(log k) ‘12-’ distinct divisors of Nk. 
Proof We are going to construct a strictly decreasing sequence 
dl > d2 > . . . > d,,, of divisors of Nk such that s = Cy! i di. We put so = s, 
sj= s - xi=, di (j> 1). Let Z= JNko+l. If s > NJZ we use slightly 
different arguments to obtain successively, for suitable integers 0 < b < h < 
1 c m, sb G N,/Z, sh < A, sI < Z, and finally s, = 0. Thus, there is no loss 
of generality to suppose that s > N,/Z: if this is not so, we simply skip the 
steps which bring sj in its actual range. 
Hence we start with so > Nk/Z. We may plainly suppose that k, is so 
large that for suitable integers u + 1, . . . . u + b d k,, we have 
Pu+b+l>Z 
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We then set dj = N,/p, + j (1 < j d b) and this realizes our first step. We note 
that b <E 1. 
Put /l= $(3-s). We shall prove that one can obtain s,, < fi with 
h Qk(logk)‘-@. Let m, be the unique integer such that &< NJs,,< 
Jqi. Then kg(E) <m, 6 k, and we deduce from Lemma 3 that there 
exists a t,, t I ( N,, I Nk, such that 
(l-a,)t,GN,/s,<t, 
with u1 := E,,. We set db+ I = Nk/t,, and obtain 
We check that db+,~sb<Nk/pu+6+1<db. If s~+~<&, we put 
h = b + 1, otherwise we repeat the application of Lemma 3 and produce a 
t, I Nk such that, with db+2 := Nk/t2, 
o<s 1 b+2=Sb+1- d < b+2LC12Sb+lN <clla2sb, 
with a2 = E,,,~, for some m2 such that ,,/G > Nk/sb+, > l/or,. Since 
log2 ,/G f 2 log m2 for sufficiently large ko, we infer that 
Moreover we still have db+*<db+, since Sb+,-db+I~-(1-2a,)sb< 
OGsb+l -db+2. Iterating the procedure, we eventually obtain s,, < fi. 
We estimate h by using the inequality 
sj < YjSb (b< j<h), 
where rj = tl 1 . . . aj satisfies 
Yj+l GYjexP { -(ilOg (t))“}, 
A simple computation yields log( l/y,) D j(log j)a and since sb < N, d k“, we 
readily obtain the required estimate for h. 
We now show similarly that s, < Z holds for some 1 Q k(log k)’ -B. Let q1 
be defined by &GshdJc. Plainly q1 G k. If q, < k,, there is 
nothing to do; otherwise we apply Lemma 3 to the effect that 
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for some divisor dh + 1 of N4, ) Nk. As before, we have dh + 1 < dh because 
s,, - d,, < 0. Moreover, since log, N,, < 2 log q1 for suitable k,, we get 
( > 
B 
logs,,, Slogs,- ;1og,s, . 
Iterating, we obtain s, d 2 in f-h 4 k(log k)’ -B steps, as required. 
It remains to show that s, is representable as a sum of distinct divisors 
of N,, all less than d!. For this purpose we use the well known fact (see, 
e.g., [4, p. 7]), that the ratio of two consecutive divisors of Nk does not 
exceed 2. (This may be easily shown by induction using pi+ i d 2p, ... pj. 
We omit the details.) Let d,, 1 be the largest divisor of Nk not exceeding 
sI. Then sI+ i = sI - d,, l < d,, I and equality is only possible if s, is itself a 
divisor of N,-in which case the desired representation is trivially found. If 
s,<d,+,, we iterate and obviously use only divisors iess than d,, ,. In a 
finite number of steps we must obtain S, = 0. This completes the proof of 
Lemma 4. 
3. PROOF OF THE THEOREM 
In this section we put Nk := rr/“= 1 pi. Let k be such that Nk- 1 <NC Nk. 
If NJ Nk, then 
a b -=-) 
N N/c 
where b = aN,.N < Nk. By Lemma 4, we have a representation 
b= fl: di, 
i=l 
where di J Nk, m ,< k/(log k)“‘-“. Thus, the expansion ajN = CT! 1 d,/N, is 
of type (1) with 
r = m $ log N/(log, N)3’2--E 
and 
n,FN,<NlogN, 
by Lemma 1. This is plainly sufficient. 
We may now restrict ourselves to the case when N 1 N*. We also suppose 
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that a 2; 2, since a = 1 is trivial. From the euclidian algorithm, we obtain 
(a-l)N,=Ns+t,O<t<N, whence 
aN,= Ns+r, N,<r-c2N,. (7) 
Moreover 0 < s -C Nk, and Lemma 4 implies that there are divisors di 
(1 di<m,) of Nk such that 
with m, < k/(log k)“*-“. 
Let n be such that en = pk. Then N, 1 nT= 1 Oj, and we may write r/N, 
as r*/n;= 1 oj. From (7), it follows that n,“= 1 nj < r* < 2nT= 1 uj, and we 
apply Lemma 2 to obtain 
where ej+ <202 logo,~3(logNk)2 log,N, and m2<n(o,)+2a(&) logo, 
< (1 + ~/2)k. Thus we have finally shown that 
where the ei and Ne,? are distinct. Indeed N 1 ei since N j Nk and ej 1 Nk. 
This is an expansion of type (1) with 
rGm,+m,<k 1+(logk)-1’2+E+is 
and 
n, 6 Nk + 3N(log Nk)2 lOg,N, Q 4N(log N)* log, N. 
This completes the proof of our theorem. 
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